
 
Specification RIO/DKV Card  
 
RIO/DKV Card is a service provided together with DKV EURO SERVICE GmbH + Co. KG, Balcke-
Dürr-Allee 3, D-40882 Ratingen 
 
Purpose of the service  
Via the description of the RIO/DKV Card in the RIO Marketplace you can show your interest in the 
fuel card. By filling in the form and sending your contact request, your contact data will be forwarded 
to DKV EURO SERVICE. After that, DKV EURO SERVICE will contact you regarding possible 
offers.  
 
What is the RIO/DKV Card?  
The RIO/DKV CARD is the ticket to the largest supply network in the transport sector. At over 
100,000 acceptance points in more than 42 countries, RIO/DKV customers can use the RIO/DKV 
CARD for payment of all their vehicle-related services in Europe, while enjoying many advantages 
such as special conditions for repairs at MAN and SCANIA garages. 
With the DKV Billing Service each DKV invoice clearly itemizes all services used, so that costs per 
vehicle can be conveniently and easily assigned. 
Now for the fourteenth time, the DKV CARD has been selected as the Fuel Card of the Year for the 
commercial carriage of goods and passengers. For over 80 years, DKV has been providing a 
powerful fuel card for all of Europe. You too can benefit from our experience! 
 
 
Main features  

- Cash-free fuelling at over 52,500 filling stations in 42 countries 
- 0% service fee on repair services at MAN and SCANIA garages 
- Favourable toll charges in 30 countries and efficient settlement 
- Convenient VAT Refund procedures 
- 24/7 Breakdown assistance via DKV ASSIST Freecall 
- Efficient and transparent overview and specifications in the DKV Invoice of all costs incurred 
- Card security thanks to PIN code options and other features 
- Fuel station finder and trip planner in DKV MAPS 
- Transaction control by using the DKV eREPORTING analysis tool 
- Fuel and service card management including control of user frameworks and daily limits at 

the press of a button in DKV COCKPIT 
 
 
What are your next steps?  

- Contact us now and schedule a personal consultation – DKV will be happy to call you back!  
- DKV will fill in the card application together with you. 
- The conclusion of the contract is between you and the provider (DKV). RIO acts in this 

context as agent.   
	


